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I write from the heart that is all you need to know
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All For You
 
This is really messing with me
i really only want to be
there for you when you need me
that i'll do for eternity
 
the other stuff means less to me
i only wish you could see
what it is we could be
if only we were free
 
from these lives that have hold
we do everything that we're told
its useless to break free and be bold
it will only come back on us 10 fold
 
i cant give up and walk away
i promised you i would stay
until you need me no longer
meanwhile it just gets stronger
 
all these things i feel for you
i know in my heart are true
but there is just so much in the way
its going to one day send me grey
 
but patience is something i can learn
your trust is something i will earn
when we together i feel like one
and apart it all comes undone
 
i give up, i have fallin for you
thats something i can't undo
its useless to try and fight
all i can do is try to hide
 
because for you its easier that
then me always on your back
coz what i feel wont go away
and i dont need you to say
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what it is that you feel
because i already know its real
and that we must put aside
what we feel to do whats right
 
Timothy Hector
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Breaking Me Down
 
You brought me down, broke all my walls
all my worries seemed so small
because when you are near
i forget all my fears
 
friends are suppose to help each other
so why should i have to cover
all the things i feel for you
when i'm sure you feel it to
 
life is a mess, or so they say
i will be glad when i find the day
thats everything makes sense to me
my head is a mess, literally
 
i open up bit, by bit
the words sit on the edge of, my lips
i just cant bring myself to say
all the things that made me this way
 
but slowly i'll make it there
to that point, at which is where
you will know everything there is
about my life, through what i've lived
 
but in return i ask one thing
for you to do the same for me
open up whats inside
from me you dont have to hide
 
what it is you think or feel
i need to know that this is real
that this isnt just all one way
because that is not how i play
 
I'll put my trust in you
what else can i do
your like no-one i've ever met
a friend i will never forget
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Timothy Hector
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Broken
 
What happened to me? I can write no more
Been trying for months and still nothing
Never have I had trouble penning my thoughts
Until the day we fell apart.
 
It’s like I have forgotten how
I wrote for you because that’s all I knew
My voice though loud is not strong
I just wanted you to know how I felt
 
Even now as I write this for you
No poetry, just words on paper
I read our poems and letters from before
A pain rises in my chest, I want that back
 
I need to know that I am loved
I love to know that I am wanted
I want to know that I am needed
 
Timothy Hector
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Choices
 
i am alone in this world and nobody cares
i could run naked and no-one would stare
they cant see me im like a ghost
A friend is what i really want most
 
they so hard to find they're all the same
no values or morals, thier folks they blame
but in the end its one's own choice
each of you has a powerful voice
 
You choose the paths you take in life
dont matter which, there's no wrong or right
so long as your happy, and have the things you need
you have done alright, you dont need the greed
 
people judge by the clothes you wear
does it matter who's logo you bear?
of course not, its all about money
thats not the person i want to be
 
so sit alone and stick to roots
they can laugh i dont give a hoot
if that means having very few friends
then they are the ones worth the time i spend
 
so take my advice and listen hard
don't do what they say, just follow your heart
because in the end its just you to blame
for turning out exactly the same
 
Timothy Hector
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Dead End Road
 
I can’t cope anymore, it’s such a mess
I do what I can, I try my best
But for every step forward I take two back
I just can’t do it, I am fed up, I am jack
 
No job, no car, no real home
My only relationship is had through a phone
I need something solid, someone to hold
Are you to young? Or am I to old?
 
My life is maze, full of dead ends
I take different paths, make no real friends
Because sooner or later I will reach another wall
I don’t want connections when I have my next fall
 
It killed me last time to say goodbye
I lied to their faces, and held a brave smile
I said “I’ll come back; it’s only for a while”
As I drove away a shed a tear from my eye
 
For I knew that was the end of that old life
I started a new one, kept out of strife
But then I met you and my whole world just stopped
Forgot what I was doing, I was so lost
 
No I have a connection, strongest I’ve felt
You can’t change the hand that you’re dealt
So I am at a dead end, nowhere to go
What do I do? How should I know?
 
Timothy Hector
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Destiny
 
We met at the pool when you were just a kid
such a gentle soul, a life barely lived
i had to leave for a little while
you welcomed me back with that same warm smile
 
i wanted to know you just a bit better
that one night lasted almost forever
i guess u dont know it yet but
that night you saved me from inner death
 
for some strange reason i felt a connection
one i havent felt in 19 years life lessons
as time went on we only got closer
i prayed day and night for it never to be over
 
but the past shows us nothing last forever
why didnt i try to do things a bit better
i became selfish, greedy and one track minded
i wanted you all to myself until i was reminded
that things arent always as they seem
it was just all my pathetic little dream
 
we learnt together a long time ago
life without the other just wasnt the go
we cant be together and cant be without
i should never have opened my big mouth
 
so here we are now trying to patch this up
what brought this on so quickly, so abrupt
of course thats right it was me
chasing my fabricated destiny
 
i hope we can move past this mess
i know i will try my absoloute best
i want, no i need you in my life
who is to say wether its wrong or right
 
time is the only judge, that will truly decide
wether i should leave this place or swallow my pride
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because i dont want to lose you or have to leave
we are destined to be just friends, i have to believe
 
Timothy Hector
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Don'T Want To Leave
 
So sick of feeling alone
So sick of no having a home
I move around from place to place
Never having my private space
 
And when I finally settle down
All I hear, is the sound
Of people telling me to move
How is that I prove
 
I am happy where I am
I finally have made some friends
I want to stay and make a life
How can u say that’s not right?
 
Surely now you can see
How happy I can be
When I stay with my friends
Don’t tell me it has to end
 
It’s my life now I’m an adult
If I mess up now, it’s my own fault.
Let me stay, enjoy what I have built
I don’t need all the guilt
 
Now I know what a home is
It’s something I don’t want to miss
I am staying put and that is that
I can do this now and that’s a fact
 
Timothy Hector
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First Kiss
 
Each day is harder then the one before
The pressure that builds, I just ignore
For with you a kiss means more
You are the one I adore
 
Should I kiss you or should I not?
If I do, will I stop?
I hold you in a warm embrace
I look in your eyes, we are face to face
 
It’s hard to part, but I let go
I walk away because I know
We aren’t together, it’s not right
You smile at me, blinding bright
 
I know that smile and what it means
You feel it to but we just can’t be
So patiently I will sit and wait
For the perfect time and place
 
At that moment, my world will stop
For it will be the end of the beginning
And the beginning of the rest of my life
 
Timothy Hector
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For Better Or Worse
 
Left all My friends, my entire life
for promises of better days, its all a lie
your the only good, to come of me being here
its already been over half of a year
 
Even that isn't as good as it seems
just a big mess, again brought on by me
maybe i should just pack up and leave
its only you who'd miss me, Why did i believe?
 
That i could do better by coming to this place
everything i do blows up in my face
i need to let go of you, get away, make haste
just being close to you makes my heart race
 
i didnt expect to fall for you like this
it doesn't matter how hard i resist
your in my head all day life a song on repeat
the way u make me feel just cant be beat
 
Im stuck in a bind, which way do i go?
should i take off and miss the show?
you are someone from which i cant part
for better or worse your stuck in my heart
 
Timothy Hector
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House Of Cards
 
As the days go by, closer we get
It can only get better yet
I feel happy, way more often
These are the days I thought I’d forgotten
 
You’re on my mind for hours on end,
I find it hard, in you, to see a friend
Coz now when I think of you, that’s not what I see
There is something between us, it’s not just me
 
You feel it to, but it is getting hard
I am afraid we will fall like a house of cards
When I see you, we each get a high
Today more so, now I can almost fly
 
I want this to last, as long as it can
I don’t want to this feeling to ever end
In you, I have found myself again
That is why I can’t settle for friends
 
I’m not rushing you, coz I know you cant now
But soon it won’t matter, I know that somehow
Coz we will fall together, both cave in
The pressure is building, it’s about to begin
 
Starts with a long warm embrace
And then it will just pick up pace
Hugging you, holding you, a small kiss goodbye
The thought kinda makes me smile
 
But I promised I’d be patient and I’m a man of my word
Despite the things you may have heard
I’ll wait for you, for as long as u want
That’s how i feel, it not my fault
 
Timothy Hector
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Make It Through
 
I’m over it, it’s all the same
But who is to blame
Is it me? Is it you?
Can we really make it through?
 
So much that I don’t know
I just want to take it slow
Savour every moment we have
Who knows when it will end?
 
Days go by, still no word
Been so long since I have heard
How you feel or what you want
I start to question do I belong?
 
Coz lately all I can do
Is pray we make it through
My words and actions can’t express
How you make me feel the best
 
I hide behind my wall of writing
While my tongue, I am biting
I have not courage or the balls
To bring down all my walls
 
I want to open up and talk
But if I get too close I walk
Away because I just cant do it
I don’t want another lament
 
I just need you to share
Because you know that I care
I will try to make it right
Please I don’t want to fight
 
Timothy Hector
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No Words
 
You bring out the best in me
A part that is rarely seen
It helps to know someone cares
For me that is really rare
 
I was walking on air, having so much fun
Now on thin ice, its already begun
The beginning of the end? I hope not
i want to give u more, everything I’ve got
 
The harder I try, the harder it seems
To let go and tell you everything
But when I relax it doesn’t come either
What is they key? I need a breather
 
Try, try I must get it out
I need to stop messing about
You mean so much to me
Why can’t you see
 
I’m trying my best to let you in
I just dunno how to begin
I open my mouth but nothing comes
I just sit there looking stunned
 
I need a push in the right direction
I need to be taught a lesson
On expression of one’s self
If only u knew how I felt..
 
Timothy Hector
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Patience
 
I just want to hold you for hours at a time
but when i think like that i pull myself into line
for i know that you can never be mine
to wish for that is surely a crime
 
i need to step back and stay in my place
and stop getting all up in your face
we're going to fast at a ridiculous pace
i just need to slow down, its not a race
 
i have forever, or at least thats what i hope
to work things out with you, i think i can cope
with not knowing which way we will go
my emotions keep running to and fro
 
sometimes i feel like i should just run
but i know my feelings are just to strong
i can wait, i dont care how long
i wish i could change it, coz i know its wrong
 
its so stupid that i got you into this mess
though i am sure that i should confess
i fell like i have been blessed
whats happened with us is simply the best
 
Timothy Hector
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Questions
 
When did it happen?
When did it all go wrong?
When did you stop singing my song?
What have I done?
How do I fix it?
 
Maybe I should have walked away..
But its too late now, too far gone
Now I just have to be strong
 
Fight for what I want
Fight for who I need
Fight for everything I believe
 
Timothy Hector
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Regrets
 
I’m sorry I messed up like I always do
Did something stupid didn’t think it through
A night out not worth it now I feel blue
Drugs and alcohol are less important then you
 
3 bad calls in a row is what set me off
Once I started drinking it just didn’t stop
Went off the rails, did what I could
To mess myself up, then I understood
 
Why I moved here, why the fresh start
For hours I just sat in the dark
Thinking of why I would let my friends down
All for one stupid night on the town
 
I wasted my money, my night and my health
All for that feeling, so long since I’ve felt
Just to realise I don’t like it anymore
I’m sorry I messed up like I said before
 
Can you forgive me its more then I deserve
You were screaming out for help, but I never heard
For what I have done there is no excuse
Won’t happen again, that I promise you…
 
Timothy Hector
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Return To Us
 
You have been on my mind all day again
so much to say, dunno where to begin
I miss you, i love you, i cant be without
do you feel same? i am starting to doubt
 
I feel like we are falling apart
slipping down, back to the start
come back home, where you belong
without you here, it feels so wrong
 
over a month since i've heard from you
and im really starting to feel blue
all i want is a warm embrace
because i feel lost in space
 
so much going on right now
you keep me on earth somehow
i miss the days, we were together
you always made me feel much better
 
i guess for now i'm on my own
i really need to just stay strong
for the others, for they hurt to
i feel like i am just the glue
 
holding everyone together
i hope that soon it gets better
to live like this is such a shame
and not knowing who to blame
 
days go by, still no word
this is getting so obsurd
what happened? where did you go?
come home please we miss you so...
 
Timothy Hector
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Taz Or Tre'
 
From the first time i saw you, something changed inside
Your smile was just so bright, i had to close my eyes
I have no idea why i was drawn to you
but it felt so right, what else could i do
 
From that day forward, we really hit it off
We were still young, we'd never felt so much
We were hopeless though, we had no idea how
To have a relationship, we wouldn’t allow
 
Our true feelings out, till we got older
That’s is when we both got bolder
You ran away from home and I took you in
And that is where our story begins
 
Almost a year I waited for you
I loved you so much what could I do
Then you gave yourself to me completely
Each others first, we did it discreetly
 
Then at 16 we got our own place
That is when it blew up in my face
3 years we lasted, flew by like a race
You decided you needed your space
 
I did as you asked and left you alone
So you went to my best mate fore a bone
Lied to me for a year until you moved out
Then a uni guy, then I didn’t doubt
 
I broke it off, you hurt me so much
I locked myself up, my heart I did clutch
6 month bender is what brought me undone
I did drugs, never ate and drank only rum
 
I had to move home, I was in so much debt
I swore to myself, what we had I wouldn’t regret
I learned from you what a woman can do
Destroy your life and heart if you allow them to
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I thought you where “Taz” the one I would marry
But you were two faced, the evil one “Tre”
Is the cheater, the liar, the one I don’t like!
Taz disappeared, with your father I did unite
 
He changed you, in ways I never understood
But in the end it all came out good
I learnt my lesson, learning more everyday
I just wish Taz had stayed and not Tre
 
Timothy Hector
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The Way It Is
 
Its 2 am and I can't sleep
for the 4th time in a week
it goes in circles round and round
for the right answer can't be found
 
The trials of life the ups, the downs
confuse me so, all i hear is the sound
of that sweet voice deep in my head
saying those words i wish you'd said
 
but its so stupid that i want this so
when deep inside i really know
that it is wrong to want such things
i know what sort of mess it brings
i want for you to do well and succeed
in every aspect of your dreams
 
so why wish upon a star
when i know this is where we are
you have plans and goals to achieve
while i chase my stupid dreams
 
down the drain most of the time
but these mistakes they are me own
i wont drag you down with me
i will be a man, just you see
 
when i come back i'll be a man
with goals and plans in my own hands
although i am going away
i will come back to you some day
 
i wont truly leave you. you know that to
while ever you need me, i am there for you
but for now we must go our seperate ways
im sure to think of you every day
 
i know this hurts, it hurts me to
but when im down i'll write to you
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because i know you'll make me smile
if only for the shortest while
 
though i fear that while i am gone
you will grow up and move on
and i dont want that, not for you
coz i hope you feel the same way to
 
i feel like we are meant to be
together someday cant you see
i know not now, not even soon
but i pray one day you'll feel it to
 
for now i am happy as your friend
im here for you until the end
i made a mess, then made it right
and i dont want another fight
it got to me, drove me mad,
to know that i had made you sad.
 
so there you go i said it all
please dont make me feel like a fool
i laid it out for you to see
what you really mean to me
 
Timothy Hector
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Three Little Words
 
I know I love you, but I’m scared
It would be easier if nobody cared
How do I say those three little words?
You will surely say that’s absurd
 
I want to shout it from the roof
But I cant, it is too soon
I don’t know if you feel the same
But down feel down, you’re not to blame
 
I made this happen by hanging on
Though I couldn’t walk, it was too strong
It’s only now I truly see
What it is that we could be?
 
But these three words describe it best
Or they could make an absolute mess
I have to tell you, I can’t hold it in
As I let it go, the pressure lifts and it begins
 
So much emotion has built up inside
When this is over I am going to hide
As I write, my breath begins to slow
I love you babe, more then you know…
 
Timothy Hector
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Wondering
 
I Sit here alone thinking real hard
about the lucky draw of my cards
i found you in a real time of need
a good friend i found, a true friend indeed
 
But lately it feels like more then just that
A lot more to me as a matter of fact
Idont know how, and i dont know why
i just fell for you, so hard i could cry
 
its not just physical its emotional to
its not like all i want is to....
im not like that and to be pretty straight
i havent thought about us in that way
 
i enjoy your company and supporting nature
though i fear i may be putting in danger
our friendship by getting this out
i wish i knew how you felt without a doubt
 
Though i know its pointless coz you are to young
i just want the chance to hold you and say hun
how was your day? Did you have much fun?
but when we get close, you lock up and run
 
but you know what i mean, all jokes aside
its taken a lot for me to swallow me pride
and get all this out on paper and print
i just wish you would dropp me a hint
as to how you feel about all of these scripts
not knowing is like taking a hit
 
to the face on a cold winter day
why is it so hard for you to say
one way or the other is all i ask for
its so hard not knowing anything at all
 
i know you say that you dont know
all i want is a true blue, fair go
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i bear my heart and soul for you
i just wish i knew what to do
 
sometimes i wanna runaway from it all
but i that would just make me a fool
i would miss you to much, i need you around
to keep my feet flat on the ground
 
because i wander off the paths in my life
you help me keep direction and my sight
on the difference between wants and needs
funny how you are both to me..
 
Timothy Hector
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You Will Never Know
 
I just want to runaway and hide
Keep all these feelings inside
Don’t show emotion as you walk away
Its only weakness, they’ll ask you to stay
 
Waiting around will do more harm than good
My only wish is that you understood
That by holding on, you’re missing out
On better guys, have no doubt
 
I want to leave so you can be free
I just need you to know what you mean to me
But I can’t find the words they’re not in my head
“I love you” are the only ones unsaid
 
But to admit that I love you would break my heart
Knowing that soon we will have to part
So I guess in the end you will never know
Just how much I do love you so
 
I just want to runaway and hide
Keep all these feelings inside
Don’t show emotion as you walk away
Its only weakness, they’ll ask you to stay
 
Timothy Hector
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